[The clinical significance of leucocytosis and increase in interleukin content in acute mountain sickness complicated with multiple organ dysfunction syndrome].
To study the role of white blood cell (WBC) and interleukins (ILs) in acute mountain sickness (AMS) complicated with multiple organ dysfunction syndrome (MODS). Three thousand one hundred and eighty-four patients suffering from severe AMC in the past 50 years were surveyed with questionnaire. Correlation analysis was done to explore the relationship between differential count of WBC and elevation of ILs contents and MODS. There was no difference in differential count of WBC between essential high altitude pulmonary edema (HAPE) and secondary HAPE. No difference was also found between simple HAPE and high altitude cerebral edema (HACE). However, obvious difference in WBC was found between HACE accompanied by HAPE and simple HAPE or simple HACE in the differential counts of WBC, counts of WBC and neutrophil were significantly elevated, while lymphocyte was significantly declined (all P < 0.05). The count of WBC in people suffering from AMS accompanied by MODS was higher than patients only suffering from AMS, lymphocyte was significantly decreased, the difference was obviously (both P < 0.01). The content of tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-alpha), IL-1, IL-2, IL-6 and IL-8 of severe AMS patients were obviously higher than that of normal people, therefore the content of IL-4 in severe AMS patients was obviously lower than that normal people the difference were obvious (all P < 0.01). People suffering from AMS also exist systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). SIRS play an important part in MODS which is a major cause of AMS, and it's a critical factor of high altitude MODS.